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Hey, it’s the summer! You up for
some “sea snail”?

Yamanashi – the prefecture with no sea! And yet, did
you know that we consider ourselves master harvesters of
the “sea snail”?
Well, to put it more accurately, the picture above depicts

sea snail black mushrooms.
They’re in season this summer and currently being
advertised as Yamanashi Natsuko Kinoko (The Sunny
Mushroom of Yamanashi). They have a similar texture to
that of sea snails – rated highly for their exquisite taste!
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Minamoto no Yoritomo . . . in
Yamanashi!?

Speaking of Minamoto no Yoritomo (1147–1199), who
was the first shogun of the Kamakura Shogunate, his
portrait is one of the most famous works of Japanese art
history and is housed in Jingo-ji Temple in Kyoto.
But, did you know that his wife, Hōjō Masako, was said
to have made an even older statue of him. But, no way …
where is it??
Hah! Right here in Yamanashi, at Kai Zenko-ji Temple!
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A custom that survives in
Yamanashi alone?

The meimeishi – or the special paper created to mark
the naming of a newborn baby. But, in Yamanashi, this
paper is hung in the living room or above the family altar.
And sometimes it is kept there permanently!
It is rare that Japanese families treasure this document
to the same extent that households in Yamanashi
treasure it.
To the power of family!
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Apples growing on grapevines?
Yeah, that’s normal here.

Number one in the nation for its cultivation of grapes,
Yamanashi Prefecture is home to countless varieties of
this delectable fruit.
Of those is one known for its refreshing fragrance,
similar to that of a green apple. The name of it: the Sunny

Dolce!
If you have the chance, definitely give these a try next
time you come to Yamanashi.
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Good news for new moms!

There exists a marvelous, dream-like facility for new
and soon-to-be mothers, a facility at which one can stay,
rest, relax, and freely ask questions or share concerns
about parenting. Where does such a facility exist?
Well, where else but Yamanashi’s own Fuefuki City!
It is called the Sanzensango Care Center, and it is the
first of its kind nationwide to have been built through the
cooperation and support of every locality in the
prefecture.
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A sea to see – but only at
nighttime!?

Photo：Kofu City, Wada Mountain, Miharashi Viewpoint

Every night is a night to gaze upon the “sea” of the
Kofu Basin. That is, a sea of city lights. This phenomenon
can be seen from up on the hills anywhere in the region.
The colors and contours of this “sea” will also change
depending on where you view it from. How about scouting
out your own perfectly private beach spot from which to
sit back, relax, and enjoy the view?
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I’ve been crushing on that wall
for quite some time now…

Those great, big stones... so luxuriously stacked… so
ancient to the touch... some of the finest in the country…
Oh my – it’s the Kofu Castle Ruins!
When it comes to stacking quarry stones, these here
are some of the tallest and best in the country.
Do you, too, feel a sort of awe when confronted by the
majestic nature of these stones, stacked to be so dynamic
yet, simultaneously, so alluring?
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I wonder what’s inside of this
bottle…?

A sho bottle is the typical glass container for Japanese

sake. But, this sho bottle holds not sake, but wine.
In Yamanashi, this wine is thought to be sacred, served
at ceremonies and also in teacups. Sorry, you won’t be
finding any crumpets to go alongside these however.
And as a bottle happens to be next to me right this very
instant, this is proof that sho bottles are one of the
inseparable pleasures of life.
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Healthy life expectancy: number
one in Japan!!

Drawing by Koshu Shiritsu Ijiri Elementary School’s Ms. Rio Tsuchiya, winner of
the prefecture-sponsored Healthy Lifestyles contest (2017, drawing division).

Did you know that Yamanashi Prefecture is number
one in Japan for its Healthy Life Expectancy?
Healthy Life Expectancy is a metric used by the World
Health Organization, defined as: “the average number of
years that a person can expect to live in ‘full health’ by
taking into account years lived in less than full health
due to disease and/or injury.”
What’re you waiting for? How about coming to
Yamanashi to live a long and healthy life!
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Japan’s top one-hundred what?

Yamanashi Prefecture’s “Murayama Rokkamura-segi
Irrigation Canal” has been named as one of the top
one-hundred canals nationwide and also was registered
as a Heritage Irrigation Structure by the International
Commission on Irrigation and Drainage.
In carrying water all the way to rice paddies by the
southern foot of the Mt. Yatsugatake, this canal, which
was constructed over 1,000 years ago, still provides
invaluable agricultural support for the region.
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“I’m home!” … !?

In Yamanashi Prefecture, when notices are circulated
throughout the neighborhood, the carriers of such notices
(e.g., the elderly woman in the picture above) will come to
your doorstep and greet you with a casual: “I’m home!”
This certainly is not their home, it’s your home!
No one knows why this saying exists, but perhaps it
just proof of the sense of unity among our citizens.
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Yes, we don’t have an ocean, but
we’re on top of our fish game!

「King Salmon」
・ Largest and tastiest
Salmonidae
・ Cultivation rare in Japan

「Rainbow Trout」
・ Robust and easy to raise
・ Large type a delicacy

・Father King Salmon / Mother Rainbow Trout
・Receives strong points from both parents
・70cm (length) and 3kg (weight) after 3 years
・Expected to have a sleek body and be rich in healthy fats

The first in Japan to successfully hybridize the King
Salmon and the Rainbow Trout: you guessed it,
Yamanashi!
Its name: Fuji no Suke (Fuji Fish).
Blessed with the strong points of both its parents, the
Fuji Fish aims to be a big hit in the world of fish cuisine.
Although not yet available for consumption, progress in
breeding them has been advancing smoothly.
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What starts with “in” and ends
with “den”?

The elegant, classy, unique, one and only: inden! Inden
is a local product that Yamanashi Prefecture prides itself
on. It is leather made from deer skin and lacquered with
colorful and meaningful designs.
These here are an inden pens – used by the governor,
for example, when signing important documents.
You can only consider yourself a true Yamanashian
after having made your first inden purchase. Highly
recommended! What are you waiting for!?
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Oh yeah, we go waaaay back

The Jomon Period is the earliest historical era of
Japanese history (14,500 BCE - 300 BCE). And, in fact,
the

location

that

is

Yamanashi

Prefecture

today

spearheaded the creation of many unique cultural
artifacts at this time.
Jomon earthenware discovered in Yamanashi is
unique for its depiction of stories told from the
perspective of both humans and animals. Today, the
prefecture is fortunate to hold many such artifacts, with
6,664 National Important Cultural Properties in total.
How about it? Come take a look and get a blast from
the past!
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The giant by the foot of Mt. Fuji

About 1,200 years ago during the Heian Period, there
was a great lake by the base of Mt. Fuji called Lake
Senoumi.
However, upon Mt. Fuji’s explosion in the year 864 CE,
the majority of this great lake was covered up and has
since disappeared.
Lake Sai and Lake Shoji are, to this day, the only
remains of the giant that once was Lake Senoumi.
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Is it a bird? … A plane … No, it’s
Mt. Yatsugatake!

From the entrance of Nanbu Junior High School,
which is located at the southernmost point of Yamanashi
Prefecture in Nanbu Town, it is possible on a clear day to
see

Mt.

Yatsugatake,

which

is

located

at

the

northernmost point of Yamanashi Prefecture.
This is a sight to behold, one that stretches all the way
from south to north!
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Soga no Umako ＜ 〇〇〇 ＜
Emperor Kinmei

In Fuefuki City exists the Ancient Ubazuka Tomb, a
massive stone chamber running for a length of over 18
meters.
The burial chamber within is larger than that of
Ishibutai Kofun, the famous burial grounds of Soga no
Umako, and approaches the vastness of the Mise
Maruyama Tumulus, the famous mausoleum of Emperor
Kinmei.
Nobody knows who it was for sure, but it appears that
a truly magnificent person was laid to rest here.
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